Organisers: Allia Benner, Corso Dominici, Ruairi Matheson-kiernan, Kelly McClinton, Luca Ricci, Maria Theodora Tzeli, Nikki Vellidis

Fridays at 4 pm, UK time
VHH green seminar room - Lincoln College
or find us on MS Teams at https://rb.gy/gmudag

ANCIENT ARCHITECTURE discussion GROUP
trinity term 2022

29 April Janet Delaine University of Oxford
in person/hybrid
Writing Roman architecture for the 21st century

6 May Rebecca Sweetman University of St Andrews
webinar
Placemaking and church building in the Late Antique Period

13 May Alexander Ekserdjian Columbia University
webinar
Theology in Clay
Representing the Gods in the Temple Pediments of Hellenistic Italy

20 May Phil Stinson University of Kansas
webinar
title TBC

27 May Hannah Platts Royal Holloway
in person/hybrid
title TBC

31 May Katerina Vavaliou University of Oxford
in person/hybrid
The fortifications of medieval Mendenitsa (Eastern Central Greece) armed gatekeeper, secure lookout, or display of prosperous neutrality?

10 June Rosa Schiano-Phan University of Westminster
in person/hybrid
Natural Cooling Strategies in Vernacular and Pre-modern Architecture

Theology in Clay
Representing the Gods in the Temple Pediments of Hellenistic Italy